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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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REVIEWS
“I love the amusing piano intro of the song. The instruments are well composited and arranged to create a very dreamy,
bright and fresh rhythm. The song brings me to a green, peaceful nature with gentle waterfall in a forest. This song has a very
imaginary, which is appropriate for calming soul and emotion at night!”
“The beginning of the song sounds like a genius pianoist, leading to even better piano playing. The piano playing is very soft
and smooth. They slowly add instruments, which contribute to the melody and harmony. I really think they should've added
vocals to this song, which would make the song even more entertaining. The instruments are excellent, but you can never go
wrong with vocals.”
“The piano is a great part of this track. the other instruments being freedom to the track the length of this song is three
minutes and one second. i enjoy hearing the hi hat in this mix the bass blends well for a good tempo on the track”
“I like the piano intro. It leads into the song nicely. The sing then turns into a more oldies type of musical composition and
gives off an oriental theme with the flutes and violins that begin to kick in as the song continues and develops. ”
“The music is amazing love the song the artist sings very well. i love the vocals sound amazing. i love the instramental it is
amazing and made the song great i love it so much its so great the singer is amazing and i love the music so much. the vocals
are just amazing i love this so much just so great and would recommend to anyone i know. the beat is just amazing and
sounds awesome. i love this song so much ”

“Nice beginning , not really a song i would enjoy listening to because theres no works . Nice instrumental can be used on a
japenese or fighting movie is what it reminds me of . Not my kind of style but it works . Really mellow tone relaxing not to
harsh ”
“This song sounds like some sort of musical performances and it is played professionally in my opinion. The production is
technical and talented. The instrument is streaming through fluently and smoothly. The vocal sounds are unheard here. I rate
this song an 10 out of 10.”
“This a good kind of love song.The song base and lead is awesome.The soft and slow beat of the song make the song just
awesome to me.Thee song sound system is like old song but there is also taste of modern music.But I think they should
improve their song quality and also change the artist.”
“I love the instruments throughout the song. I think it brings so much to this song I like how original it is. The song is very
relaxing to listen to. The only thing I would say is that after a while it feels like the song doesn't progress that much”
“The audio quality sounds a tad bit rusty on this one, to me, especially the piano. It has a really strong 80s-sound to it, which
I'm not a huge fan of. The instrumentals are pretty well done, though. It feels like it 's missing something without any vocals,
though, in my opinion. I could see it maybe being used for a commercial or a movie soundtrack or something, but I doubt it
would be very successful on the radio, personally.”
“The piano in the beginning is very nice, lovely if I must say, The drums on it are very quite and chill sounding making it a very
calm song, This is something I would listen to while studying or on a date, good song, I wish there was lyrics to it though.”
“I think that the piano is definitely out of this world in my personal opinion. I was able to feel the melody inside of me and the
slund of it is very alluring. I also think that the percussion drum set plays a very smooth tune as well. I am also liking the synth
tone in the song. Overall, I am liking the echo sound in this track. Especially when the guitar melody comes on. You should
probably consider adding some vocals to this.”
“This music was very beautiful. It 's important for songs with no words to still tell a story which this song successfully did. The
instruments used and the fashion in which they were used was done more than well. The progression of the music was
executed perfectly. Overall, this was very enjoyable.”
“there is a piano playing many notes at the start of this song. my guess is that this song has no lyrics. i like the violin or
whatever it is in the background. i would describe this song as smooth. i like this a lot for some reason but i dont knoe why.”
“This song is very calming with the piano playing. It 's uplifting and relaxing at the same time. I like the guitar playing a bit to
give this song a little change and depth. It 's an all instrumental song. The composition of this song is nice too.”
“not a big fan of this music it 's not really my style. but it is a good song. other people might listen to it a lot. if it had slow nice
lyrics it would be good. i don't really like it though. the piano and violin aren't a good match”
“the piano for this song sounds amazing, it is well played, quick and sweet. however the production is absolutely awful. this
song could be beautiful, but it 's so poorly recorded, it sounds unclear, unprofessional and far away. it has a hollow sound as
well. nicely executed, but very bad recording.”

“So far this song is not goo at all. The production of this is completely terrible. Ive heard alot better music than this, this is
just terrible . Theres no vocals in this. The instrumentals are not good at all like this song should not be herad at all”
“The keyboards sound very nice at the start of the track.There is a good symphonic feel to this track. The melodies have a
soaring New Age quality to them. The arrangement is very good and it is well produced. The sound is excellent as well.”
“Very soothing kind of reminds me of when in Chinese movies they start learning something and they start playing these
types of songs. The songs is good I love the instrumentals as well as for the production. Overall I'd give this a 8 out of a 10.”
“The piano introduction felt a bit too hard on the ear but gave a sense of elegance to the song. However, the equalisation
and drum kit used makes it sound more like a 1980s pop ballad. The synth/guitar used is a bit too loud for headphones and
seems to be a bit overpowering on the track, along with the electric guitar. The strings could be used more and earlier on to
make the track sound more important. There is very little if any vocals in the song, which is a shame.”
“beautiful movement in the intro, just that part could be a great hook. when drums come in it starts to feel pushed, almost
off beat. over all beat and music cohesion is lacking. the "celion dion lead part " is a bit cliche but i get what you are going for.
the electric guitar part is mixed way to far in the back, and the track could use better use of compression. the guts of this
are not bad, but the drums have to be re done. and i would re think the arrangement its a little thrown together sounding. ”
“intro is very good. the build is a little too slow and leaves me wanting more. I have been waiting for lyrics this whole time. No
climax whatsoever. Need more personality in this song. However this song could be used as a sleep aid. Where is the singer?”
“The production value of this piece was a little scattered, with audio levels varying even on the same instrument. The pacing
was slightly off, and I don't feel that it developed beyond the initial basic piano rhythm and synth. The electrical guitar went
some way to filling out the piece dynamically, but in all it fell a little flat. Didn't particularly enjoy it.”
“starts out strong, nice, I see this being in a movie, play, dance musical, something about love and happiness. smooth and
easy listening. the instrumental beats are a perfect melody all united in a matrimonial harmony to express love and
happiness, pleasure and perhaps even lust”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

